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Figure 2: D. H. Lawrence’s inscription on the title page of a first 

edition copy of The Rainbow (1915). 
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THE RAINBOW: A MISCELLANY 

 

JONATHAN LONG 

 

 

 

In the year that Lawrentians are celebrating the centenary of the 

publication of The Rainbow, it is timely to be able to publish for the 

first time a facsimile of the manuscript of a limerick that Lawrence 

composed on the title page of a copy of the first edition of that book 

(see Figure 2 opposite). Before I comment on the limerick, it is an 

opportune moment to say something about the publication history 

of the book. 

The Rainbow was published by Methuen on 30 September 1915 

and was to be the only book by or about Lawrence that he 

published during Lawrence’s lifetime. In line with the publication 

figures for Lawrence’s earlier novels, it was a modest project. 

There appear to have been only 2,527 sets of sheets printed by 

Hazell, Watson and Viney, including eleven destined to be 

travellers’ copies. As Heinemann had arranged for The White 

Peacock and Duckworth for The Trespasser and Sons and Lovers, 

some of the sheets were bound as a colonial issue to be distributed 

overseas. The proceedings under the Obscene Publications Act 

1857 resulted in nearly half the planned edition being destroyed 

either by Methuen or by the police.
1
 In his ‘Introduction’ to the 

Cambridge Edition of The Rainbow, Mark Kinkead-Weekes 

concluded that only up to 436 copies of the colonial issue and 896 

copies of the domestic issue could have survived.
2 

Of those perhaps 

only a handful survives with the dust jacket, featuring the painting 

by Frank Wright of a couple embracing, vilified by Lawrence (see 

Figure 1).
3 

Although he would not have considered himself as 

belonging to any movement, the book that put beyond doubt 

Lawrence’s credentials as a major modernist writer had an 

unfortunately inauspicious start. 
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The page reproduced in Figure 2 is from a copy of the domestic 

issue of The Rainbow. The limerick is listed by Warren Roberts and 

Paul Poplawski in A Bibliography of D. H. Lawrence as manuscript 

entry number E395.5. Until recently the manuscript was unlocated, 

the text taken from a 1933 bookseller’s catalogue, reproduced in 

entry number C213.5 of the Bibliography. In points of detail, that 

text is inaccurate, and the accurate text is planned for publication in 

the Cambridge Edition’s Volume III of The Poems. The text is 

remarkable as it is only one of two limericks known to have been 

written by Lawrence, the other being the untitled poem having the 

first line “There was a gay bird named Christine”, probably written 

about ten years later.
4
 It is hardly amongst Lawrence’s best work, 

the limerick format not lending itself to that anyway. For example, 

the use of the word “bar” to rhyme with “cigar” makes little sense, 

unless possibly stretched to the prepositional meaning of “excluded 

from consideration”. But it is fair to assume that the limerick was 

not intended for publication, just to entertain the recipient. 

Inscribed, or even merely signed, copies of The Rainbow are 

very scarce indeed. A signed copy exists bearing Curtis Brown’s 

rubber stamp, which possibly belonged to Lawrence at some stage 

as it includes his phoenix bookplate. The best-known copy is 

inscribed to Lawrence’s sister Ada, and contains manuscript 

amendments to the text, most strikingly including a revised ending 

(R 534).
5 
It is natural to speculate as to whom this newly discovered 

copy might have been inscribed. Lawrence would have received six 

under the terms of his contract. He sent copies to his sister Emily 

and to Cynthia Asquith in September 1915 (2L 402, 405).
 
Allowing 

for his sister Ada’s copy and his own, that would leave two 

unaccounted for. However, Lawrence’s first mention in the 

surviving letters of wanting to go to Florida was in November 1915, 

when he reported the idea to Ottoline Morrell, Edward Marsh, 

Dollie Radford et al. (2L 428 ff.), so it is reasonable to assume that 

the recipient of the limerick may have bought his own copy. The 

police started to confiscate copies of the book on 3 November, 

leaving only copies unsold in shops and not recalled by Methuen 
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available to buy after that date. This leaves a fairly narrow window 

for the likely time the book was inscribed, particularly as 

Lawrence’s enthusiasm for Florida declined after November, and 

the limerick reflects such enthusiasm along with despair about 

Europe. It can only be speculative as there is no ownership 

inscription or other clue in the book, and we do not know who 

consigned it for sale in 1933, but Philip Heseltine was the most 

likely owner. He almost certainly bought a copy of the book (he 

had read Lawrence’s previous three novels), and he was favourably 

disposed to the Florida scheme, knowing Delius, who owned an 

orange grove there, asking him to help. He had met Lawrence in 

November 1915 and they got on well (later working together on 

The Rainbow Books and Music venture) so Lawrence would be 

disposed to inscribe his copy of The Rainbow in this way (2L 542, 

442).
6 
And Heseltine wrote limericks too!

7 

 

 

                                                 
1
  See Warren Roberts and Paul Poplawski, A Bibliography of D. H. 

Lawrence (Cambridge: Cambridge UP, 2001), 32. Bibliographically the 

first edition of The Rainbow is not straightforward. The Lazarus collection 

in the University of Nottingham archives includes a copy of the domestic 

edition in what is presumably a trial binding of red cloth, instead of the 

dark blue-green of the regular copies. The smaller colonial issue exists in 

brown and red cloth boards, and in red paper covers. 
2
 
  

See R xlv–li for details of the prosecution and suppression of, and lvi– 

lvii for information about, the first edition. For Lawrence’s fondness for 

the book and his disgust about the prosecution see ‘The Bad Side of 

Books’ (IR 77). 
3
  This is reproduced as the first illustration in Roberts and Poplawski, A 

Bibliography of D. H. Lawrence, between pages 328 and 329, and in Keith 

Sagar, The Life of D. H. Lawrence (London: Chaucer Press, 2003), 102. 

The spine of the dust jacket contains a synopsis of the book. This is 

reproduced by Sagar, who speculated that it was written by Lawrence. 

However, Lawrence commented to his sister Emily that “The cover-

wrapper is vile beyond words. I think that Methuen is a swine to have put 

it on. But then he is a swine” (2L 402, where the synopsis of the novel is 
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reprinted in n. 4). He wrote in similar terms to his agent, J. B. Pinker (2L 

406). Interestingly, Methuen also published Joseph Conrad’s Victory in 

1915, the dust jacket being in identical format, with an equally forgettable, 

melodramatic, front panel. Illustrated dust jackets were then in their 

infancy. The back panel on each of the two dust jackets lists “Methuen’s 

Popular Novels”, on which both The Rainbow and Victory are included.  
4
 
  

See Vivian de Sola Pinto and Warren Roberts, The Complete Poems of 

D. H. Lawrence (London: Heinemann, 1964), 846. The note to the poem 

described it as “perhaps, the only extant limerick by Lawrence”, reflecting 

the fact that the text of the other limerick was first reproduced in the 1982 

second edition of the Warren Roberts Bibliography. 
5
  In 1922 Lawrence wrote to Albert Stopford, sending him a copy of the 

book and commenting that it was “the only copy of this edition which I 

have signed” (8L 52). It is interesting to note that Lawrence recalled what 

he had signed, and clearly here is referring to the Huebsch American 

edition. 
6
  See also Edward Nehls, D. H. Lawrence: A Composite Biography, vol. 

1 (Madison: U of Wisconsin P, 1957), 329–31. 
7
  See Peter Warlock, Cursory Rhymes: Limericks and Other Poems in 

the Best Interests of Morality, ed. Brian Collins (The Peter Warlock 

Society, 2000). I am indebted to Christopher Pollnitz for drawing my 

attention to this attribute of Heseltine’s, and for his inspiring enthusiasm 

for the subject-matter of this article. 


